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County sees growing
Even small projects could require poles, flagging
demand for interpreters
n Balconies, chimneys and surveys, too?
of indigenous languages
By MARY SCHLEY

T

HE CITY’S requirements for the story poles and netting that give people an idea of what shape a proposed building will take once it’s constructed have been fairly casual.
But that’s led to conflicts and confusion for neighbors, planners and builders, so the planning commission decided last
week to formalize the rules and require them for most projects — even for minor additions and other changes that are
too small to require public hearings.
Although their use began in situations where new buildings might get in the way of especially important public
views, they’ve since become expected pretty much every
time someone applies for a permit. Meanwhile, the poles and
orange netting seen at building sites throughout town are
effective tools for allowing people to envision a project’s
potential impacts on light, privacy and views by outlining
their height, mass and shape, according to the city’s planners.
“It has been the past practice of the planning department
to require applicants to install story poles at least 10 days
prior to a public hearing,” for major remodels, new construction, commercial development and other significant proposals, planner Marnie Waffle said in her Aug. 23 report. “An

By KELLY NIX

E

VER HEARD of Chatino? Most people haven’t, but
Monterey County Superior Court provides interpreters for
anyone who speaks the language.
The county is one of only a couple in California that in
2016 reported the need for interpreters of the language,
which is spoken in southwestern Oaxaca by a mere 30,000 to
45,000 people. But enough of the Mexican state’s residents
have migrated to Monterey County to become part of a growing trend in the county and state.
“Each year, it seems that interpreter services are requested
for a language we have not previously provided,” Monterey
County Superior Court spokeswoman Nona Medina told The
Pine Cone. “In 2016, the court arranged for interpreter services for the Chatino language.”
A local finding like that jibes with the results of a state
language access survey released in August, which found
“there is an increase in the overall diversity of languages
reported” by county courts. Specifically, the survey said,
there has been a “significant” number of requests for Latin
American indigenous languages.
The need for interpreters for obscure languages in
Monterey County is attributed “to the changing migration
patterns and seasonal work availability, with workers arriving
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Story poles — such as these on Cantinetta Luca last summer — should
be subject to strict new requirements, the planning commission says.

IN PALO COLORADO, FIRE CHIEF DREADS WINTER RAINS
By CHRIS COUNTS

COUNTY OFFICIALS have announced plans to fix
Palo Colorado Road, which was badly damaged by winter
storms that followed the Soberanes Fire. But the work could
take three years to complete, and Mid-Coast Volunteer Fire
Brigade chief Cheryl Goetz told The Pine Cone she’s worried
the road’s problems are just getting started.
Goetz said she’s particularly concerned that, if heavy rains
return this winter, log jams blocking Rocky Creek could start
a domino effect of troubles downstream, where dozens of
people live. Last winter, storms heavily damaged a culvert
where Palo Colorado Road passes over the creek — and that
culvert has not yet been repaired.
“Some of the log jams are 20 feet high,” Goetz warned. “If
they let loose, the creek could clog up again, and we’ll be
back in the same place again.”
The road at the site — 3.3 miles west of Highway 1 —
became impassable Feb. 23 when the culvert failed. A temporary bridge was installed so residents could cross the creek,

County: Mehdipour EIR
almost ready for review
By KELLY NIX

but a permanent fix is needed.
For the first phase of a larger project that will cost $10
million to complete, county officials want to replace the culverts at Rocky and Brandon creeks. But construction won’t
begin until the spring because the county can’t get the necessary federal permits before this winter’s rains arrive.
A contingency plan is in place if another wet winter sets
in — which Goetz said is forecast. Plans are in place to
remove the temporary bridge so it isn’t damaged. County
workers plan to keep a close eye on the situation.
The second phase of the project will focus on repairing
the upper 3.5 miles of the 7.5-mile route, which leads from
Highway 1 to Bottchers Gap Campground. The road, which
is closed beyond the 3.9-mile mark, was battered by winter
storms.
“There’s about four spots where the road is caving away,”
Goetz explained. “If you were driving across it, it could give
way.”

LONG-delayed environmental review for a historic
home in Pebble Beach at the center of a dispute over whether
its owner can demolish it and build another house is expected
to be released sometime this month, according to Monterey
County Resource Management Agency director Carl Holm.
The review is expected to recommend whether homeowner Massy Mehdipour can raze the uninhabitable 1950s midcentury modern structure at 1170 Signal Hill and erect a
much larger house in its place or must, at her own expense,
renovate the home. Mehdipour’s new home has been
designed by noted architect Richard Legoretta, while the old
one was designed by noted architect Richard Neutra.
Mehdipour’s son, Sateez Kadivar, said he was also
informed that the EIR would be released in September, and,
considering the numerous delays, said he can only hope that
the schedule sticks.
“I’m just optimistic that we can get to the next step and
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County fair showcases what Taylor Swift and Jimmy Carter have in common
By ELAINE HESSER

T

HE ONLY time some people ever see
their food on the hoof is during a county
fair, like the one that started on Thursday at
the Monterey County Fairgrounds. The
Salinas Future Farmers of America, under
the leadership of teacher and adviser Rachel
Martinez, however, have spent serious quality time with the livestock they bring to the
event.
Martinez said she believes it’s important
to teach the next generation where that roast
beef or pulled pork on their plates came
from.
“There’s such a big gap with public
knowledge of how food is grown,” she said,
adding that when it comes to ag, her students and consumers “need to be able to tell
the truth from a lie,” amidst all the hype
around everything from GMOs to organics
and pesticides.
It’s more complicated than most people
think, Martinez said, and human carnivores

don’t always realize the amount of work and
science involved in the process. Her students have to feed and care for their heifers
(cows used for breeding), steer, goats, sheep
or pigs twice a day.
They — the students, not the animals —
attend Salinas High School, one of nine
schools in Monterey County with an agriculture program, and the closest to the
Peninsula. It’s run in partnership with
Mission Trails Regional Occupational
Program, which is home to vocational-technical courses taught to prepare kids for jobs
in local industries.
The schools have a small farm on River
Road. It’s less than an acre, with a barn that
can accommodate about 30-35 animals.
Students purchase their own livestock.
Loans can help them buy their first animals,
and then, Martinez said, they save the profits from the sale of those critters to buy the
next ones.
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Melanie Carrol (far left), Taylor Bray and Zoey
Jimenez (above) put stock in the county fair
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